Consigned by Mary Lea Jeffers and Adele Jeffers Everett, Flat Rock, IL

**CASH CRUISER**

(Indiana Sired)

**BAY FILLY; Foaled April 6, 2019**

Reg: Chip: 182500

**CASH CRUISER**

By ARACACHE HANOVER p,1:48.1f............................

Dragan’s Lair p,1:51.3

Even And Again p,3,1:55.4f

Camluck p,1:48.4

Ambro Purse p,3,1:57.2

Ambro Cache p,3,1:52.4

Abacobrome p,4,1:53

CASH CRUISER

Diana Lynn Lobel p,3,1:56.4f

Redcap Hanover p,2,1:57

Diana Lynn Lobel p,3,1:53.2

Sportsmaster p,2,1:52.1

CASH CRUISER

4th Dam

By ARACACHE HANOVER p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:50.1f; 1:48.1f ($1,726,617) by Dragon Again p,1:48.3. Career record of 134 (34-23-30), Winner Confederation Cup, Windy City P., etc. Oldest foals now 4. Sire of LYING IN CASH p,4,1:51.3, SHECAUGHTTHEKAY (M) p,3,1:52.2, BELLACACHE (M) p,3,1:54.2, CASHMERE IVY (M) p,2,1:54.4, etc. 2020 two-year-olds include ARACACHE CAN DANCE p,2,1:54, HELLO SWEETIE BOY p,2,Q1:58.2, E R ROCKY p,2,2:04.1h, etc.

1st Dam

CRUSIN CRIMSON p,2,1:55.4; 4,1:53.4 ($82,802) by Sportsmaster p,2,1:52.1. 6 wins. At 2, winner Sarah Myers S. and ICF Series (leg) at Balmoral; second in ICF Series (leg) at Balmoral; third in ISOBA S., ICF Series Final and 2YO Series (2 legs and Cons.) at Balmoral. At 3, second in IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.) at Springfield and ISOBA S. at Hawthorne; third in Violet S. (elim.) at Balmoral; race timed 1:51. Dam of 2 prior foals. This her first by Aracache Hanover.

2nd Dam

REDRESS HANOVER p,2,2:01.2f; 3,1:56f; 4,1:54.3f ($90,493) by Cambest p,T1:46.1. 21 wins. At 2, third in La Paloma S. (elim.) at Yonkers and Hopefulette S. (elim.) at Buffalo; race timed 1:59h. At 3, winner 3 FM Opens; second in 4 FM Opens; third in FM Open, all at Plainridge; third in Hopeful Series (Cons.) at Yonkers; race timed 1:55.1. At 4, third in Night Styles (leg) at The Meadowlands and FM Open at Vernon. At 5, winner Northfield Open. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners. Dam of:

CRUSIN CRIMSON p,2,1:55.4; 4,1:53.4 (m, Sportsmaster) ($82,802). 6 wins. As above.

FOX VALLEY ROSIE p,2,Q1:58h; 3,1:57.3h (m, Richess Hanover) ($36,060). 9 wins. At 2, winner Egyptian S. at Pinckneyville; second at Fairfield and Anna, in Big Ten S. at Newton and Illini S. at Martinsville; third in Egyptian S. at Marion; race timed 1:55 and 1:55.4. At 3, race timed 1:54.4.

3rd Dam

REDWING HANOVER p,2,1:57 ($32,970) by Tyler B p,3,1:55.1. 2 wins. At 2, second in PASS at Pocono and 2 legs of Vernon Downs Series; third in $112,000 Countess Adios S. and $56,700 Hayes Memorial; race timed 1:55.1. Dam of 11 foals, 9 winners, including:

LENORE p,2,1:59.3f; 3,1:57.2f; 4,1:56f (m, Real Artist) ($119,386). 29 wins. At 2, race timed 1:57.1f. At 3, third in Lexington LC; race timed 1:56.1.

REDCOAT HANOVER p,3,1:56.2f; 4,1:55.4f; 1:54.3f (h, Big Towner) ($101,764). 28 wins.

REDRESS HANOVER p,2,2:01.2f; 3,1:56f; 4,1:54.3f (m, Cambest) ($90,493). 21 wins. At 2, 9 (3-2-2) and winner 3 PAFS; second in 2 PAFS; third in PAFS; race timed 2:00.4f. At 3, winner 5 PAFS; second in 9 PAFS; third in PAFS; race timed 1:56.4f. At 4, race timed 1:54.2f.

REDCAP HANOVER p,3,1:57.3h (g, Matt’s Scooter) ($28,810). 11 wins.

CRIMSON MAJIC p,3,2:01.2f; 2:00f (m, Direct Scooter) ($20,020). 4 wins.

CHRISTMAS MUSIC p,3,1:58.4f (m, Tune Town) ($6,841). 3 wins at 3. At 2, race timed 2:00.1f.

4th Dam

RADIANT HANOVER p,2,1:59.4 ($25,029) by Albatross p,4,1:54.3f. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner 2 legs Hopeful Series and leg Petticoat Series. Sister or half-sister to Triple Crown winner RALPH HANOVER p,3,1:53.4 ($1,828,371), RAVEN HANOVER p,3,1:58.3h ($200,626) and to the dams of ARMBO LACE p,3,1:52.3 ($368,636), KENDAL NASHUA p,1:52.3 ($252,922) and ICE CHASER p,3,1:54.2f ($238,371) and granddam of HOGAN’S HEROES p,1:52.1 ($489,046) and RAVEN LUNATIC p,3,1:53 ($231,718). Dam of 9 living foals, 8 winners, 8 in 1:59.

**ENGAGEMENTS**

Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Sired LC